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Editor’s notes
Welcome to the winter edition of RBSCG newsletter. It's hard to believe the last time we
were writing to you we were enjoying (or not) the summer heatwave! This edition focuses
on two CILIP conferences with reports from our three Bursary candidates.
First, we hear from Holly Spoors reflecting on her first experience as a conference delegate.
Holly attended the CILIP 2018 conference in Brighton (during that heatwave!) She reflected
on her experience whilst travelling to Cambridge for the RBSCG Conference 2018 (well, she
does say she is addicted...). Holly writes with great enthusiasm on the value of attending the
conference regardless of where you are in your career. It is good to hear how welcome and
supported Holly felt.
We then fast-forward to Cambridge and the end of the summer for highlights, reflections
and thoughts from the RBSCG conference ‘The Library as Classroom’. Katherine KrickPridgeon, Adam Matthews Digital sponsored bursary candidate shares her thoughts on the
papers given on Day One. We hear about traditional methods of teaching, followed by
examples of what is happening now.
Highlights from Day Two are reported by Sarah Kafala, TownsWeb Archiving Ltd bursary
candidate. Sarah was looking for innovative ideas to take back to her library and inspiration
for her MA dissertation. Sarah’s highlight was the amazing Darwin Correspondence Project,
which offers freely available online resources for teaching.
On Day Three, we re-join Holly Spoor, RSBCG and Bruynzeel Storage Systems Bursary
candidate. Holly reflects on some of the difficulties faced by those who are new to the
profession or are studying for a professional qualification. We hope you enjoy reading their
papers as much as we did.
In the next newsletter we are looking for articles from new professionals. If you would like
to know more or have any questions please contact Karen and Jane via email.
Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
K.Brayshaw@kent.ac.uk
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News from the Committee
Save the date!
Next year’s annual conference will take place from Wednesday 4 to Friday 6 September
2019 at the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama in Cardiff. Take a look at the call for
papers below.
The conference will focus on books (and other formats) as physical objects, examining the
ways that we describe, display, preserve, and promote the physical attributes of our
collections, from manuscript codices down to contemporary artists’ books. By treating
books not only as carriers of information but as archaeological artefacts, we will explore the
unique needs and challenges of our role as custodians of collections of historic and cultural
significance.
More information will follow: we can’t wait to see you there!

Link up with SocialLink
Did you know that members can now join the conversation with the RBSCG on CILIP’s
SocialLink site? Just login to your CILIP account and check out ‘Groups’ in your profile to
start interacting.
For more information, take a look at CILIP’s guide to SocialLink at
www.cilip.org.uk/page/SocialLinkguide.

Group Only Membership
The RBSCG offer Group Only Membership for those who might not wish to take up full
membership of CILIP. The Group welcomes members from it associated professions, such as
archivists, museum professionals, members of the conservation and antiquarian book trade
communities and bibliophiles and collectors.
Group Only Membership costs £50 a year from the date of payment and includes:
 Access to free member events, including the summer visit.
 Preferential rates for RBSCG events, including the annual study conference and

cataloguing training
 Monthly email bulletins for members including information about events run by

the Group and externally
Group Only Members can be members of the RBSCG for two years.
Find out more about Group Only Membership at:
www.cilip.org.uk/members/group_content_view.asp?group=201312&id=690465.
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Notes of a new conference delegate addict
New conference delegates
En route to the September 2018 RBSCG Conference, I’m reflecting on the first major CILIP
Conference that I attended in Brighton in July. The experience is settling my nerves and
fuelling my excitement. The overriding sensibility of the CILIP conference was of a
welcoming and empowering library community spirit, where information and library staff at
all levels of their career shared ideas and offered words of advice and support to one
another. Special consideration for new delegates was largely due to the efforts of Jo Wood
and Mike Jones, who had inspired CILIP to set up a garden-like welcome zone and from
some of the sessions specifically designed to support networking. Coupled with this was
Sally Walker’s (Children’s Librarian, Orkney Library and
Archive) inspiring keynote talk on her Journey to
Professional Registration, in which she expressed her own
anxieties and struggle with imposter syndrome. She
explained how this had prevented her from attending
conferences that would have helped her earlier in her
career. Hearing this from a keynote speaker reinforced
the notion that conferences are for everyone at all stages
of their career.
The variety of topics covered at the CILIP conference
ensured delegates could shape the two days to what
suited individuals’ specialisms but it was even better for
the Library MA student interested in everything! I was
introduced to the service of the House of Commons library, library activism, ideas for
marketing your service, GDPR leading the way for a new culture of information
management, modern cataloguing in a contemporary information world, the societal
importance and power in record keeping management (with reference to the Windrush
archive scandal)…the inspirational list goes on.

Seminar: Preserving the past for the future
This seminar had three speakers who covered various facets of working with heritage
collections. Richard Davies (Head of British Library, Qatar Foundation Partnership) spoke
about the new possibilities digitised collections present, allowing for greater developments
in improving and widening access to the British Library’s Collection. The launch of the Qatar
Digital Library1 is evidence of this, particularly as it addresses the problematic prevalence of
1

www.bl.uk/qatar/
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English as the sole language in many of the British Library collections. The Qatar Digital
Library is bilingual, available in Arabic as well as English and great care was taken over the
translation of the materials.
Suzanna Joy (UK Blue Shield) spoke about the organisations protection of cultural property,
such as: “[the] safeguarding of and respect of cultural property (ours and others) during
armed conflict” and “[r]efraining from the use of cultural property for purposes which could
expose it to destruction.” It now also extends to natural or man-made destruction. The talk
explained how campaigning led to the Cultural Property (Armed Conflicts) Act being passed
in Parliament and the challenges Blue Shield currently face in its implementation, such as
the complexity of planning emergency measures, particularly for the digital threats of the
21st century.

‘Heritage collections, wellbeing and digital technologies’
As part of the ‘Preserving the Past for the Future’ seminar, Nick Barratt (Director, Senate
House Library) explored the creative potential of such digital technologies and the positive
impact on communities and the individual. One of the reasons Nick Barratt’s talk was a
highlight for me was that the case studies he shared demonstrated the unique power of
digitised special collections to connect with individuals and communities.
One case study involved a student who had little interest in his own education until he took
part in an exercise that involved investigating the past using personal archives, utilising
digital technologies. From this, he picked up an interest in personal history fused with
5

filmmaking and went on to study media studies alongside history at university. He now has a
flourishing career as a filmmaker. Barratt emphasised how this marked a territory traditional
storytelling had not been able to reach before, demonstrating innovative accessibility and
the profound impact it had on this student’s interaction with the world around him.
A second case study involved a community in the Isle of Wight where youths were
vandalising headstones. Interest was generated in an online digital collection which showed
the value in the community and its history: from stories of local people to the wildlife to be
found. This saw the vandalism stop. As this community website2 states:
‘The more young people know of the history and the real lives portrayed by the
headstones, they are bound to have more interest in, and more respect for the
cemetery.’
Digital technologies can also have a crucial impact on memory and wellbeing as a third case
study demonstrated. Barratt explained that for people living with dementia the act of trying
to ascertain a timeline and organise memory takes place post-diagnosis. However, there is
now evidence to suggest this process can prevent the onset of dementia in many cases. By
introducing people to archives, he highlighted how it is possible to reignite lost memories,
sometimes triggered through old branding or scents, such as from recipe archives. This
fosters an emotional and very important, honest dialogue taking place between carers,
families and the individual. This evidences the library as a place of creativity and learning
where we celebrate our humanity and have access to key tools for self-development.
Despite fears of the digital world, these examples show that it can in fact enhance our
humanity rather than reduce it. For Barratt, digital technologies are a ‘creative crucible’
opening up new possibilities for the impact of our heritage collections.

Our profession
The overarching theme of the CILIP conference was one of library work as a profession
which must be fought for. Patrick Sweeney and John Chrastka (EveryLibrary) discussed how
we must shift our approach from advocacy to activism by proactively ‘levelling up’ our
target audience to be advocates of the value of the library profession. This was then
developed by Nick Poole (CEO, CILIP) when he asked the audience ‘Who is in?’, to which an
immense show of support ran throughout the hall, resonating throughout the rest of the
conference.
Even in the early stages of my career I have experienced a public library closure and
academic library restructures. Despite the current climate of the library world I came away
from the conference inspired, empowered and full of new ideas.
2

http://rshg.org.uk/
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The mixture of various information and library sectors was an attractive element of the CILIP
conference, but the exact opposite is what has drawn me to the RBSCG conference. Being
able to delve specifically into rare books and special collections is an exciting prospect,
particularly with its focus on the library as classroom from which I can learn about an
increasingly crucial part of the special collections role to which I aspire.
A word of warning to any new conference delegates: once you go to one conference, you
won’t be able to resist the next!
Holly Spoors, Learning Partnerships coordinator
Northumbria University Library

Conference 2018: The Library as Classroom
This year’s CILIP RBSCG Conference took place at Downing College, Cambridge, from 5th-7th
September, focussing on teaching and learning in (and using) Special Collections. Our three
bursary recipients tell us some of the highlights of the event.

Thoughts on Day One (Wednesday 5 September)
I was fortunate to receive the Adam Matthew
Digital bursary for attending this conference;
though I live in Cambridgeshire, receiving
accommodation made it easier for me to network
with other professionals in the field without
worrying about an hour’s bus trip twice a day.
Arriving at Downing College, we were directed by
friendly porters to where Lucy Evans (RBSCG
Conference Organiser) was waiting to greet us with
lovely conference packs – every librarian and
archivist needs pencils and plenty were on offer! A
© SARAH KAFALA
colleague from Christ’s College Library and I both
thought it fortuitous the Bernard Quaritch catalogues in our packs matched our interests –
medical and scientific works for the Natural Sciences graduate and Medieval and
Renaissance manuscripts for the medievalist, respectively!
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Following a well-presented sandwich and
finger-food lunch, we were ushered into a
hall that was well lit and temperate for the
keynote by Cambridge University Librarian
Jess Gardner. The presentation was an
interesting retrospection of ways in which
special collections have been used in
teaching. Beginning with a description of
the standard ‘show and tell’ that many of
us have attended and ourselves offered to
students (often in English or History
D OWNING COLLEGE © SARAH KAFALA
programmes), at which Jess described
herself as being a ‘remedial medievalist’,
we swiftly moved on to two digital initiatives. First was the Bill Douglas Cinema Museum of
Exeter University, which was used to help students develop a relationship with particular
objects from the collection without the strain of being limited to search room hours. The
second was the Cambridge University Library Medieval Manuscript Hackathon, which asked
small teams of digital-humanities graduate students to develop web platforms for digitised
items and the scholarly information mined from them. Though Jess’ talk spanned 30 years,
much of what she had been involved with was familiar to me as someone who has been a
student and librarian for the last ten!
Tabitha Tuckett (Rare Books Librarian,
UCL) then introduced us to ways in which
UCL has been integrating research AND
teaching within the library collections,
particularly by working with Professor Dilly
Fung and developing a pedagogy for
uniting libraries and teaching at university
level. It was interesting to hear that the
take-up of sessions has become so popular
that UCL is now looking into ways of
putting some of the teaching online to
reach more of their student population.

D OWNING COLLEGE LIBRARY © S ARAH KAFALA

The third presentation of the session was from Sarah Mahurter (Manager, University
Archives and Special Collections) of University of the Arts, London. Her talk specialised in
discussing how their special collections supported the University’s community of six arts
colleges and reflected the behaviours that underpin creativity (which apparently CAN be
developed). Particularly intriguing was the release of weeded items to the student
population to reuse and recycle into various projects!
8

Many of the questions for the panel were pragmatic: how do you deliver training with
limited space (limited group numbers, taking ‘star’ items out of the standard teaching
spaces) and how do you cope with the costs of training in terms of staff time and collection
materials (the cost of not doing being greater, especially as external funders require
outreach initiatives)?
After a stimulating tea break, the second session of the day began with Professor Simon
Eliot (Institute of English Studies, School of Advanced Study, University of London) talking
about the London Rare Books School and the MA in Book History and integrating academic
study with practical sessions. He discussed going beyond ‘show and tells’ to look in-depth at
the materiality of texts, and use modern replicas of ancient tools to understand the
processes of book construction more clearly. Simon certainly made a few of us feel that we
have been cheated by our past educational experiences not being as holistic or practical!
The final presentation of the day was by Jason Scott-Warren and Andrew Zurcher (Faculty of
English, University of Cambridge) who
teach on the MPhil in Medieval and
Renaissance Literature. They were
wondering whether the curriculum
needed to shift as there was still an
expectation that they teach collation
statements and title-page transcription,
which are increasingly untaught in other
similar degree programmes. But what
surprised this librarian was the seeming
lack of collaboration of these academics
with librarians and archivists – indeed
T HE VIEW ACROSS THE GREEN , DOWNING COLLEGE
© SARAH KAFALA
they were afraid of having us supervise
their sessions presenting rare materials
because we might show them up! Academics should be our friends, not our rivals or our
enemies. During the questions, one in particular resonated with me – what is the role of
cataloguing in providing access to materials and getting research back into the item? It
became clear that academics need to be trained to give us the details of what they find
when they study our items!
Our focus throughout the afternoon was rewarded with a drinks reception at Heffers
Bookshop (always dangerous to give librarians and archivists wine and then let them loose
in a bookstore!). Managing to keep my purchases to a minimum, we returned to Downing
College for a simple, yet satisfying dinner. I was privileged to speak with a number of
attendees, finding out more about the various bodies (private companies, charities,
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educational institutions) which are the custodians of rare books. All in all, a satisfying and
stimulating first day!
Katherine Krick-Pridgeon, Senior Library Assistant
Christ’s College Cambridge

Highlights of Day Two (Thursday)
This conference had been on my ‘want to do’ list since I
spotted a tweet about the 2017 conference, so I was
thrilled to be successful in my application for a bursary
from TownsWeb Archiving Ltd, enabling me to attend as a
student/new professional. The RBSCG working group were
very helpful, introducing all the bursary holders before the
event and outlining what would be expected
(contributions to this newsletter and a blog for the
sponsor, plus helping hands at the AGM).

The voyage of a librarian: from East Anglia to the Galapagos
Arriving by train, it was an easy walk to the venue at Downing College, University of
Cambridge, beautifully maintained by its hard-working team of porters, room and catering
staff, and gardeners. Cambridge and Essex universities are worlds apart in terms of
architecture and libraries; I was looking forward to exploring this different world,
particularly the library visits arranged by the CILIP RBSCG working party.
As a Library Assistant at the Albert
Sloman Library (ASL), outside of
regular Collections Team work
(cataloguing, acquisitions, interlibrary
loans, digitisation for reading lists), I
have been working on projects to
engage with our student community
beyond the academic teaching remit;
creating events to draw in users who
might not have discovered all that the
library has to offer. Using the new
Special Collections Reading Room as a

A LBERT SLOMAN L IBRARY , UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX , C OLCHESTER
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venue to host events such as the Library Advisory Group and ‘Words with…’ events (a series
of talks with writers), plus exhibitions on the landing outside has raised the profile of this
aspect of Library Services. Academic staff are encouraged to teach small group sessions in
the Special Collections Reading Room with primary resources available, and researchers are
able to book in advance to visit and view items from the collections3. Enabling a broader
community to access these resources, both in person and online, will probably require a
specialist to set up suitable discovery systems and oversee a major digitisation project.
Attending the CILIP RBSCG conference would, I hoped, provide some innovative ideas and
different approaches, including positive outcomes and potential problems for digitisation
projects and teaching with library Special Collections. I also hoped that it would suggest
some projects in the field to follow up for my dissertation.
I woke up to the sounds of lawns being mowed and gravel being raked; after a delicious
breakfast I was ready for Day 2, starting
with Robin Brooke-Smith’s (Librarian and
Archivist, Taylor Library) talk “The history
of the Taylor Library at Shrewsbury
School and its pedagogic uses: past,
present and future”. This talk showed
how being able to physically access the
materials in collections can spark
academic enquiry and delight amongst
users of all ages. The Taylor Librarian and
Archivist offered some fascinating
D OWNING COLLEGE , U NIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
© SARAH KAFALA
insights into the history and collections
of this ancient library (including the case of their vanishing first acquisition of 1596, a
terrestrial globe by the English globe maker Emery Molineux), which originated in a
purpose-built room with piers, presses, chains and a walking gallery to show scientific
instruments. Despite several moves and a fire, the Taylor Library’s current space retains
some original furniture but now serves a wider community. This includes taking items out to
local primary and secondary school pupils and making them available internationally, as well
as to visiting Harvard University undergraduate students on a Darwin tour of the UK4 and
fortunate 6th formers before a Biology trip to the Galapagos Islands5.
All Shrewsbury 3rd formers now have a one-hour tour of the library, whilst 6th form students
can rise to the challenge of ‘Bibliography 101’ and volunteer to help – which might result in
handling a first edition of a famous title by Old Salopian Charles Darwin. Sunday openings,
after chapel, are proving popular with pupils and visitors alike, as are sessions using the
https://library.essex.ac.uk/speccol
www.shrewsbury.org.uk/news/darwin-trail-harvard-university-visit-shrewsbury
5
www.shrewsbury.org.uk/node/55073
3
4
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collections for cross-curricular breadth. These include 4th form students translating parts of
Newton’s laws from the primary sources in Latin and Greek, showing the tangible outcomes
of studying ancient languages, and RE teachers requesting sessions using first edition bibles.
Measurable success in opening up access: the librarian’s major considerations are now
insurance whilst transporting items offsite, contributing to strategic documents (such as the
annual report to Governors) and proposals for annual subscriptions for external online
access to digitisations – since not everyone can travel to Shrewsbury and some items cannot
travel outside.
‘Pester them with letters: using Darwin’s correspondence to engage younger learners’
Day 2’s highlight for me was a very impressive and high-profile digitisation project: Sally
Stafford (Education Officer, Darwin Correspondence Project, Cambridge University Library),
explained how the massive task of transcribing, editing and publishing 15,000 letters to and
from Darwin in 30 volumes by 2022, in particular
creating access for younger learners, is taking place
on the web6. After consulting teachers across the
UK, via conferences and newsletters (feedback
included a desire to view original material in original
language, quick downloads and easy to adapt
resources which made cross-curricular links) the
team developed the web pages. These co-host
transcription, original digitisation and related
correspondence with audio, images, timeline and
maps, creating a formal learning service for
universities and schools across the world. The
service is ordered by age appropriateness (rather
than UK key stage terminology) with subject specific
learning outcomes, details of activities as pdf
PROMOTIONAL POSTCARDS FOR THE DARWIN
downloads, videos and so on, all of which can be
C ORRESPONDENCE PROJECT
used in combination or picked off as single use. The
resource offers free-to-use, practical, accessible context for curriculum7 with no registration
required; a unique broad but detailed reach with great accessibility. Also available are free
workshops for teachers and fake Darwin8 myth-busting ‘for the curious’ anywhere, fulfilling
the contract to enable public education. It is an impressive and inspiring project.

www.darwinproject.ac.uk
www.darwinproject.ac.uk/case-studies-using-darwin’s-letters-classroom
8
www.darwinproject.ac.uk/fake-darwin
6
7
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Special connections
By way of contrast in scale, Siobhan Britton (aka Slug Ink Press and @wigglymittens),
Librarian of St Peters House Library (University of Brighton), introduced “Special
connections: using St Peters House Library Special Collections to support teaching in arts
and humanities”. Unlike many other collections, this contains mostly 20 th century material,
with some 19th century items, but all are unique, fragile or ephemeral. Siobhan’s top tips
were spot-on: offering bespoke sessions and inductions; making use of Twitter9 for active
promotion and using regular hashtags (such as #textiletuesday); adding images to preexisting records on the catalogue; building connections with academics in person by
showing them examples and offering handling sessions.
Bespoke sessions included getting creative with portfolios, re-using familiar objects for
unusual presentations (for example tin foil containers), and running studio critical sessions.
Another popular 1st year session using zine formats resulted in creating items for sale
directly by the makers and also, importantly, their own work being added to the collection
to increase student representation. Other sessions were more user-focused: a History of Art
& Design class looking at an item and creating a catalogue entry.
Usage statistics rose, collections were more actively used,
despite uniqueness and ephemeral nature of collection.
This brought more funding to purchase contemporary and
current student items, which in turn brought about more
physical interest and blogs. Crucially, Special Collections
sessions have now become a set part of the module for
some courses, included in the module description and
challenging a student perception that you need a special
reason to view Special Collections. Questions about the
use of the terms ‘rare’ and ‘special’ being exclusionary
sparked interest immediately after this talk and also on
Twitter.
“Don’t let the cardigans put you off”

T HE GATE TO S T J OHN 'S C OLLEGE ,
C AMBRIDGE © JANE GALLAGHER

Session 2 segued on from the theme of barriers and accessibility. Tracy Deakin, Archivist at
St. John’s College, Cambridge, had more tips to prepare students for the physical and
mental journey down the potential rabbit hole of academic research. Under the title “Don’t
let the cardigans put you off” Tracy described workshops at St. John’s in which there was
very practical advice to students beginning their research journey: what to wear (it’s
important to keep warm!); what to bring, or not bring, with you; considering the language
9

twitter.com/SPHLibrary
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and size of the original material; the intricacies of palaeography; physical and virtual
location of items and records.
Bookable but free workshops (using Eventbrite was useful gauge for numbers) proved
popular and included an 'academic champion’ user of the archives, while contacts in
societies and college tutors helped with marketing. Active participation and current
experience, offered through the views of a new researcher and practicing searching
information from real documents (such as dates in material written in non-English language)
created very positive responses from tutors and fellows. Another useful tip: immediate
paper feedback forms are more effective than follow-up online forms. The exposure
culminated in the Dissertation Fair, where representatives from archives, libraries and
museums offered advice on where to start looking for information for research purposes,
promising to be a #dissertationdreamteam.
A curious potato
Nicola Pickering, Teaching Fellow,
Museum Studies, University of
Reading, sparked everyone’s interest
by asking the simple question “what’s
in the box?” in her talk “A potato and
Ole Worm’s Museum Wormianum:
employing object-based learning to
inspire students considering a career
in the heritage industry”. Utilising the
‘pedagogical power’ of museum
T HE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE PRINT ROOM - AN OBJECT OF
collections 10 and combining it with
self-directed enquiry led to active and CURIOSITY ? © SARAH KAFALA
experiential learning for Museum Studies students at Reading.

Nicola explained how Reading’s Special Collection includes an eclectic range of
donations, so careful planning and consideration of which collection objects to use in
teaching, particularly for the module assignment (such as an exhibition project), is
vital. Applying the ‘Kunstkammer’ and cabinet of curiosities handling techniques of the
Danish academic and collector Ole Worm, in the session Nicola presents the students an
archive box and gloves; on opening the box they find a potato, which at the time of Ole
Worm would have been a very unusual object. A novel way to create a sense of wonder
amongst students (and conference attendees), encouraging the construction of knowledge
through curiosity about real problems. More questions can set up critical analysis skills:
what would you put in the box? Why? This includes asking students to consider what is
10

Duhs, 2010: 183
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unknown today, and what they are curious about. Once again overcoming, the perception
that the Reading Room is not for undergraduate students, this module now introduces them
to the collections early on, so that by Year 3 they are familiar working with objects.

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE HISTORICAL PRINTING ROOM © SARAH KAFALA

My mind whirling with all this creativity, I retreated to the garden for another delicious
lunch and catch up with some UCL MA LIS alumni. Refreshed and ready to walk, I joined the
group for a quick tour across Cambridge to the University Library, to see the historical
printing room (my very own ‘wonderkammer’/rabbit hole, as a former designer and
graduate of the London College of Printing), the library reading rooms and stacks, and the
excellent exhibition ‘Tall Tales’.

P REPARATIONS FOR THE GALA DINNER ,
D OWNING COLLEGE © SARAH KAFALA

In keeping with the theme of the conference, Thursday
evening’s CILIP RBSCG Annual Study Gala Dinner was
another opportunity to learn and share special collection
experience in excellent company.Thank you very much
to CILIP RBSCG and TownsWeb Archiving Ltd for the
bursary and to the University of Essex Library Services
for allowing me to attend. I am inspired to pursue
working in this field of librarianship, and I am sure that
this conference will enrich teaching and learning with
Special Collections for CILIP RBSCG members and the
wider community of librarians and archivists, and reach
out to less obvious audiences too, increasing accessibility
and inclusivity. A careful but curious mix of digitisation
and object-based learning can offer new perspectives for
scholarship on diverse collections, using modern tools
15

and contemporary voices to create more ‘memories of wonder and discovery’.
Sarah Kafala, Library Assistant (Collections), Albert Sloman Library
University of Essex, Modular MA LIS student, UCL DIS

Reflections on Day Three (Friday 7 September)
I was in a pensive mood at breakfast on the final day, listening to those around me discuss
where they would be going back to work on Monday. The thought of going back left me
with a terrible knot in my stomach. Trying to break into the special collections world is no
easy task and whilst many of the other delegates were sad to be leaving the wonders of
Cambridge, they would be returning to a special collection in their care nonetheless, and
that is an enviable thing.
I’m still somewhat like a miner tunnelling along in a dim light trying to find my way with a
smattering of experience and ambition. Over the course of the conference, I didn’t quite
know how to introduce myself, and ended up trying different professional hats out for size.
There was my primary role as a University Library Learning Partnerships coordinator, printed
on my delegate badge, representing a recent step up the ladder for my library career and
opportunity to play an active part in the developments of an academic library service, just
not special collections, neither was my frontline student and Library Services assistant role I
work the other half of the week. This led me to emphasise volunteering for the Robinson
Library Special Collections team as I study for my MA in information and Library studies and
refer to my former role there cataloguing a special collection of children’s books.
I realised I’d been trying to fit in and maintain the
Cinderella-like fantasy that I was fully part of the
special collections world whilst I was a conference
delegate. How exciting it had been to be amongst
experts in the field and like a sponge take in as
much as I possibly could from snippets of
conversations to the talks themselves. For me the
end of the conference marked the arrival of my
pumpkin carriage taking me back to business
reports and student enquiries instead of rare
books and archives.

C ONFERENCE VENUE , D OWNING C OLLEGE
© H OLLY SPOORS

I finished my coffee and then made my way to
help set up the room for the RBSCG AGM along
with the other bursary holders. As I helped
distribute papers I thought over my bursary
application asking for the opportunity to gain a
16

greater insight into the essential role of teaching in special collections, of which experience
is particularly hard to come by. The conference so far had effectively given me a springboard
of teaching knowledge I can utilise and develop as I work towards becoming a rare books
librarian and that ongoing journey is my connection. The award itself represented the
support of the RBSCG in recognition of my efforts and to help me on my way. I felt happier
again and motivated to one day return with a special collection back home I am responsible
for. The AGM was swiftly underway and offered an insight into RBSCG operations and past
and future objectives for its members. It was interesting getting to know more about the
committee over the three days, as for me they have been a fundamental connection to the
rest of the special collections and rare books sector, through newsletters, social media, the
new professionals event and of course bursary opportunities for conference.
The first talk of the morning was by Anna Lobbenberg (Lead Producer for Digital Learning,
British Library) on “Dissolving the walls of the Library: Curating a Space for Learners in the
Digital Age”. The talk introduced ‘Discovering Literature’11, a website with over 2000
primary sources from literary and historical collections for viewers to use. I particularly
enjoyed this talk for nostalgia, taking me back to my time immersed in the conjured worlds
of authors as I studied for my Literature degree. The resource offers literary drafts to be
perused to trace the author’s craft in action, such as a draft of The Bloody Chamber by
Angela Carter demonstrating the build-up of gothic adjectives and revisions (such as ‘future’
become ‘constellation of possibilities’), perfectly illustrating the tailoring of language. The
drafts work to illuminate the creative process as fallible and inventive and Lobbenberg
highlighted how this can be liberating to students.

SCREENSHOT FROM THE BRITISH LIBRARY'S 'DISCOVERING LITERATURE' RESOURCE

The resource offers a mixture of mediums such as an extensive collection of essays, teacher
notes, articles and film designed to foster a creative engagement with primary source
11

www.bl.uk/discovering-literature
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material and encourage a curious mind. The depository could effectively be used to enrich
what students would encounter on their curriculum. This was particularly evident when
Lobbenberg gave examples of work that had resulted from the resource, such as creative
writing, reviews and illustrations. Taking a Jane Eyre Manuscript as an example, Lobbenberg
explained how contextual sources, such as dance steps by Thomas Wilson, a dancing master
of the period, could be imaginatively employed by having students learn and perform a
dance like that of parties common at that time.
One of the key ideas I took from the conference was when Lobbenberg described the
teaching packs available on Discovering Literature as providing “walled gardens of content”
tailored to develop specific key skills. The imagery evokes the work behind the scenes of a
special collections team underpinning the array of items placed before students for them to
decipher. It helped shape what I’ve learned recently from forming my first undergraduate
teaching pack, comprising of a careful selection of interesting ephemera, with the guidance
of the Robinson Library Special Collections team. The notion of a walled garden points to the
careful structure behind the invitation to explore and hints at the diversity necessary to
capture the imagination of every level of learning.
The next two talks of the day emphasised the unique impact special collections can have on
the community both in terms of charting their history for themselves and others to learn
about and also in terms of individual wellbeing.

NIVEEN KASSEM DISCUSSING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE GERTRUDE BELL ARCHIVE © HOLLY SPOORS
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The first of these was by Niveen Kassem (Newcastle University) on “The Gertrude Bell
Archive: Documenting the Lives and Cultures of Communities in Syria and Iraq in the Early
20th Century”.
With its research basis at Newcastle University, I felt ashamed I had not looked at this
astounding archive recognised by being added to the UNESCO Memory of the World
Register. The website12 boasts over 10,000 unique items. Kassem explained how the archive
of Bell’s work shows how World War One, social and cultural changes and forced relocation
had a dramatic impact on Middle Eastern communities, threatening their very history. Many
of Bell’s photographs are the only surviving evidence of individuals and certain buildings
ever having been there.
The impact of the archive is particularly relevant today as Kassem stated how these same
communities are still suffering now and unaware how their heritage is being lost. The
archive can play a pivotal role in raising awareness of this. The Bell Archive has been used in
the Beyond Destruction13 HLF-funded project which invited members of the minority Iraqi,
Christian Assyrian communities in Northern England to look into their past before and after
World War One. It enabled a forum of discussion of what had been lost and unveiled hidden
histories of communities that had suffered massacres and forced relocation. It also brought
to light how languages such as Aramaic and Syriac are in danger of being lost. Additional
research has also looked at Bell’s archive critically and considered what is in fact missing
from the archive and enabling those communities to in fact write their own story.
Rachel Sinfield’s talk on “How The Fitzwilliam Museum Founder’s Library has opened its
doors to the wider Community” expanded on how special collections can have a unique
function for the benefit of a community. Sinfield spoke of how the museum had introduced
museum ambassadors, enabling young people to apply for the esteemed role through a
formal application process and, if selected, taking on responsibilities at the museum. Since
its implementation, management have
expressed that the input from young
perspectives has been a breath of fresh
air. The museum also actively engages
with people suffering from dementia and
their carers, through recurring
workshops in which they are encouraged
to closely inspect items from the
collection and produce a creative piece.
A N INTRIGUING TREASURE : THE FITZWILLIAM 'S COPY OF 'B IRDS
OF AMERICA ' PROVED A HIT WITH DEMENTIA SUFFERERS AND
THEIR CARERS © H OLLY SPOORS

Sinfield used the example of how John
James Audubon’s “The Birds of America”
had impressed a group, particularly in its

12

https://research.ncl.ac.uk/gertrudebell/

13

https://beyondthewesternfront.com/next-steps/beyond-destruction/
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scale and quality, who went on to recreate some of the content of its pages. The nature of
this book also enabled staff to draw attention to the difficulties of paper making and book
binding, for example that there was no skin large enough to cover the entirety of Audubon’s
book.
The eight lightning talks were up next; I discuss four of my highlights below. Jo Baines
focused on developing equality, diversity and inclusivity for everyone in accessing special
collections. Baines emphasised issues many of us aren’t aware of, such as the problems
many special collections locations present to disabled people being in older buildings with
limited accessibility, the complexity of special collections websites and the barriers this may
have for those less competent in digital literacy. She proposed that to fully open our
collections to everyone we must respect that “no one size fits all”.
Katy Sambrook discussed disparity in team responsibilities, with those who had done
teaching before being relied upon too heavily. This was changed to a fairer delegation of
teaching where everyone took part. Sambrook also highlighted how in employing flexibility
in session design enabled them to respond and adapt to student curiosity, even if this meant
changing the lesson plan mid-session.
Lesley Ruthven made some fascinating points on creativity as a metacognitive process and
how we can encourage the development of creativity. One technique was implementing
active exploration style learning in place of lecture fed information. This was favourable to
passing around a single object that limits student contact. Another technique was to place
objects disparately and take advantage of theatricality, making it easier to retain
information.
Melanie Wood effectively demonstrated this technique presenting key principles that
improved her academic practice with a backdrop of unexpected cues onscreen that worked
to focus audience attention and add humour. Principles such as alerting students to the
moment they are receiving feedback in a session, and avoiding owning the content like the
teacher, seemed an obvious yet entirely overlooked practice essential to effective learning.
Some of the other lightning talks could have benefited from this guidance as too many of
the speakers struggled to fit the five-minute limit, making it difficult to digest the
information.
Preparing for the diversity of a group and catering for different goals was another important
principle that provided an interesting way to reflect on the RBSCG 2018 conference. Did it
meet the needs of its delegates? Many of the speakers shared experience of being ready to
adapt to the interests and needs of students midway through a session; I wonder if an
element of this could have been applied to the conference programme. Perhaps a workshop
in which delegates assembled into groups could be tasked with setting out from scratch a
teaching agenda. This could include what they believe a special collections team should be
doing, how they would address challenges and new ideas they could implement. Such an
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exercise may have allowed a forum between delegates and speakers around specific areas
of teaching which certain delegates may have been hoping to learn more about.
Whilst I do wonder whether those with a greater
amount of teaching experience came away having
learned quite as much as those (like me) earlier on in
their career, the conference successfully examined the
library as classroom and offered an abundance of
teaching advice. Overall, the conference reinforced
how intrinsically special collections gives rise to
creative learning and how unique each learning
encounter is. There is something very humbling and
powerful in that. And it didn’t quite end there: from
2pm onwards delegates could access a number of
Cambridge libraries, so I took the opportunity to visit
the extraordinary Parker Library at Corpus Christi
College, The old library at Queen’s College, and the
King’s College Library. What I can say, without a doubt,
is that the conference certainly exceeded my
expectations as a bursary winner and I cannot thank
my sponsors, RBSCG and Bruynzeel storage systems, enough for the opportunity to attend.
T HE PARKER LIBRARY , C ORPUS CHRISTIE
C OLLEGE (C) H OLLY SPOORS

Holly Spoors, Learning Partnerships coordinator
Northumbria University Library
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Exhibitions
Manchester: The Women Who Shaped Manchester
100 years since some women were given the right to vote, the John Rylands Library is
exploring the stories of women of Manchester, from mill workers to protestors. The
exhibition focuses on the work of six key women who changed the city in healthcare,
education, the arts, journalism and industry.
Read Emmeline Pankhurst’s stirring
letter, calling out to those willing to
make the ultimate sacrifice for equality.
Learn more about the women who
worked in the cotton mills of
Manchester, and formed the staff of the
Manchester Guardian. Admire the
elaborate scroll presented to the
founder of the John Rylands Library,
Enriqueta Rylands, as the first woman to
gain the Freedom of the City of
Manchester.
Although women are often hidden in
history, these intriguing objects from the
University of Manchester’s collection
GDN/140/2: PAGE FROM THE C ENTENARY ALBUM OF THE MANCHESTER
demonstrate their radical role in politics, G UARDIAN , DEPICTING THE EDITORIAL STAFF IN 1921.
science and culture. Demonstrating dedication and determination in their battle against
social expectations, these six women offer a window into the life of nineteenth and
twentieth century Manchester, and reflect sweeping social changes which still affect us
today.
The Women who Shaped Manchester runs until 10 March 2019 at the John Rylands
Library. It is free and open to all from Tuesday-Saturday 10.00am-5.00pm and Sunday and
Monday midday-5.00pm.
An online exhibition is available at:
www.library.manchester.ac.uk/rylands/whats-on/women-who-shapedmanchester/explore/
Follow @TheJohnRylands, email via jrl.visitors@manchester.ac.uk or call 0161 306 0555
John Rylands Library
150 Deansgate
Manchester
M3 3EH

www.library.manchester.ac.uk/rylands
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RBSCG Conference 2019: Cardiff
Let’s Get Physical: Materiality in Special Collections
Special collections materials differ from other types of library collections in that their
physical carriers are often as important as (or more important than) the text or images they
contain. The 2019 RBSCG Annual Study Conference, entitled Let’s Get Physical: Materiality
in Special Collections, will examine the ways that we describe, display, preserve, and
promote the physical attributes of our collections, from medieval manuscripts to
contemporary artists’ books. The conference will take place on 4-6 September at the Royal
Welsh College of Music and Drama in Cardiff.
The RBSCG Committee invites proposals for presentations, panel sessions, and participantdriven sessions from all areas of the cultural heritage sector. We would particularly like to
hear from speakers within Wales and the West of England.
Possible subjects include, but are not limited to:
● Book production processes including papermaking, letterpress and other printing
techniques, binding, and modification of books after publication
● Physical evidence of ownership and use
● Movement, storage, and display of collections
● Restrictions on physical access to collections
● Using digital surrogates to express physical attributes
● Dealing with unusual formats
SESSION FORMATS:
Presentations share case studies, reports, ideas, or scholarly research relevant to the
conference theme. Presentations will last for 35 minutes, plus time for questions.
Panel sessions typically include 3-4 speakers who have put together their individual
research/work into a cohesive panel. You may also submit an individual paper that, if
accepted, will be placed by conference organizers into a cohesive panel of 3-4 speakers.
Panel sessions will last 60-90 minutes, with each speaker presenting for 10-20 minutes,
followed by discussion and questions.
Participant-driven sessions use audience member participation to drive the momentum of
the proposed idea or topic of interest. The goal for this session is that the audience
contributes to the topic that is facilitated by the proposer(s) in some fashion. Proposals
should include a session timeline, proposed equipment requirements14 (e.g. notepads,
14

Please note that RBSCG will make every effort to accommodate equipment requests, but cannot guarantee
availability.
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flipcharts, easels, etc.), provide at least one learning objective for the session (e.g.,
‘Attendees will ____’) and also include at least one, but no more than three, takeaways for
post-conference development. These sessions will be allotted 30-60 minutes.
Each proposal will be evaluated on its relationship to the conference theme, relevance of
the topic for RBSCG members and other interested attendees, and potential impact on the
field and practice of special collections and archives.
If you are invited to present, your place at the conference for the day of your presentation
and travel costs within the UK will be paid for by CILIP RBSCG.
If you would like to present, please email a brief summary of your idea to 2019 Conference
Organiser Christine Megowan at MegowanC@cardiff.ac.uk with “Call for Proposals” in the
subject line. Please indicate the content type and projected length of your talk. Submissions
are due no later than Friday, 8 February 2019.

Sell books, mend books, digitise books?
ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS HERE!
For advertisements rates and further details
Contact: Karen Brayshaw
K.Brayshaw@kent.ac.uk
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